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These words have been quoted before, but it is 
worth stressing here that his opinion of 303 being 
‘the finest Squadron in the whole world’ was not 
written during his heydays with the Polish unit, 
but half a year later, after he had the opportunity of 
comparing the Poles with some of the finest RAF 
fighter units.

10 April 1941

The squadron welcomed back one of its Battle of 
Britain veterans, Flying Officer Żak, who had been 
badly burnt and wounded on 27th September 1940. 
He made his first flight (in the squadron Magister 
T9808) on 11th April, and first flew a Spitfire ten 
days later. His recovery was not complete, though, 
and it would take two more months before he was 
able to resume flying for good (on 25 June).

12 April 1941

A Rhubarb was flown by three two-Spitfire sections, against various ground targets in 
France. The mission resulted in the squadron’s first fatality on Spitfires, and a particularly 
painful one. Squadron Leader Henneberg, a very popular squadron commander, was hit by 
Flak over France in P8029 RF-P and was forced to ditch in the Channel. Although seen to 
survive the ditching, he was never found. Flight Lieutenant Łapkowski’s P7859 RF-V was also 
hit, but he returned safely to base.

13 – 15 April 1941

13th was Easter Sunday and for this reason Squadron Leaders Krasnodębski and Urbanowicz 
visited the squadron. But any festivities were overshadowed by desperate attempts to find and 
rescue Squadron Leader Henneberg. A number of patrols were flown over the Channel from 
the early morning hours, but the only result was that the next OC of the squadron nearly 
shared Henneberg’s fate when Flight Lieutenant Łapkowski (P7567 RF-X) and his wingman 
Flying Officer Strzembosz (P8079 RF-M) were bounced. Both their aircraft were damaged, 
and the former pilot had to be taken to the Royal Victoria Hospital at Folkestone

The loss of squadron OC was not only felt by his men. Group Captain Stanley Vincent wrote in a letter: 
Dear 303

I have just read the terrible news of the loss of Squadron Leader Henneberg and I want to write to 

you to say how sorry I am, and how I sympathise with all of you. He was a grand fellow, and as gallant 

as anyone has ever been. I feel this as a very great personal loss also as I had grown so fond of him and 

had such a very high opinion of him, and his quiet, smiling ‘sureness’.

I do hope his charming little wife will find a home and someone to look after her – why not ask Sir 

Courtauld Thomson to do so for a short time? I am quite certain he would be pleased to do it.

All my sympathy to the squadron

Yours Sincerely

S. F. Vincent

A group of 303 Squadron 
ground personnel in 
1940 or 1941, left to 
right: Flight Lieutenant 
Witold Żyborski, Sergeant 
Antoni Majcherczyk, u/i, 
Sergeant Henryk ‘Tata’ 
Starzyński, Corporal Jerzy 
Zbrożek and Corporal 
Tadeusz Żurakowski. Like 
Żurakowski, Zbrożek 
and Majcherczyk both 
had a degree in aircraft 
engineering from the 
Warsaw Technical 
University, and they, too, 
left 303 Squadron in April 
1941 to train as pilots 
(Majcherczyk on the 6th 
and Zbrożek on the 18th). 
Zbrożek then flew Spitfires 
with a number of Polish 
squadrons and in 1945 
he moved to the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment at 
Farnborough, where he 
then continued to work 
for a number of years. 
Majcherczyk completed 
a tour of ops as a bomber 
pilot (including ditching 
off Dutch coast and being 
rescued by ASR). From 
1942 he was a test pilot 
with the Aircraft and 
Armament Experimental 
Establishment. He was 
killed in a flying accident in 
a Gloster Meteor on 2 July 
1946.

303 Squadron

Pending the recovery of Łapkowski, 
Flight Lieutenant Arentowicz was appointed 
temporary squadron OC, with Flying 
Officers Jankiewicz and Kołaczkowski as 
temporary commanders of ‘A’ and ‘B’ Flights, 
respectively.

Two uneventful patrols followed on 
15th April.

  16 April 1941

This proved to be a black day for the 
Northolt Wing. Circus No.9 took place in 
the evening when six Blenheims attacked the 
Luftwaffe airfield at Berck-sur-Mer, escorted 
by the three squadrons from Northolt (303 
and 306 Polish, and 601 RAF). On the way 
back 303 Squadron was bounced twice and 
two pilots were lost with their Spitfires: Pilot 
Officer Mierzwa (P7819 RF-S* ) and Pilot 
Officer Waszkiewicz (P8039 RF-R), while 
the machine of Flying Officer Strzembosz 
(P7385 RF-P) was shot up. No victories 
against the Germans were claimed. Mierzwa 
crashed on the coast near the lighthouse 
at Dungeness. On 22nd April his body 

was buried at Northwood Cemetery, alongside his Battle of Britain colleagues. 
601 Squadron was also badly mauled, losing a Hurricane destroyed and two 
severely damaged. More importantly the three downed pilots were Group 
Captain Theodore McEvoy, Northolt Station Commander, who was wounded 

Above: Squadron Leader Zdzisław 
Henneberg was a very popular 
commander, and his loss on 12 April was 
a heavy blow to the squadron. Here, 
he is pictured in February 1941 with the 
‘Squadron Mother’, Mrs Smith-Bingham.

  *Although the Spitfire was categorised as destroyed by the crash and ensuing fire, some parts of it were recovered about 40 years later and apparently it 
is going to be reconstructed and restored to flying condition!

Right: Flying Officer Mieczysław 
Waszkiewicz, killed in combat off 
Dungeness on 16 April, had only served 
with 303 Squadron for three weeks. 
Commissioned in August 1939, he saw 
combat over Poland in 1939 and over 
France in 1940. In Britain he was originally 
posted to 307 Squadron on Defiants but, 
like many of his colleagues, he applied for 
a re-posting to day fighter units.

Far right: Flying Officer Bogusław Mierzwa 
was Waszkiewicz’s colleague from the 
same class in the Polish Air Force College, 
and was killed in the same combat. 
During September 1939 over Poland 
he scored two shared kills and a shared 
damaged while flying with the 114th 
Eskadra. His career with 303 Squadron 
started in August 1940.
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Spitfire IIA P8029 RF-P, delivered to Northolt at the 
beginning of March 1941, was lost with Squadron Leader 
Zdzisław Henneberg in the Channel, about 15 miles off 
Dungeness, on 12 April. Posing here with the aeroplane, 
left to right: Pilot Officer Bolesław Drobiński, Flying Officer 
Wiktor Strzembosz, Sergeant Matěj Pavlovič, Flying Officer 
Jarosław Giejsztowt (Intelligence Officer) and Sergeant 
Marian Bełc.

Pilot Officer Bolesław 
Drobiński (left) and Flying 
Officer Wiktor Strzembosz 
with Spitfire IIA P8029.

Below: Spitfire IIA P7859 RF-V was delivered to 303 Squadron in the first week of March 1941. 
On 12 April, flown by Flight Lieutenant Łapkowski, it was damaged by ground fire during the 
same Rhubarb when Squadron Leader Henneberg was lost. The two fitters posing here have 
not been identified.

CHaPTEr 3

Left: Sergeant Zdzisław Horn served with 303 Squadron for two weeks in early 1941. He then 
flew with RAF fighter squadrons and in August 1941 he joined 306 Squadron. In this unit he 
was killed on operations on 22 August 1942.

Below: Spitfire IIA P7819 
RF-S was lost to Bf 109s 
during Circus No.9 on 16 
April with Flying Officer 
Bogusław Mierzwa at 
the controls, crashing at 
Dungeness. Although the 
Spitfire was categorised 
as destroyed at the time, 
parts of it were recovered 
40 years later and it is 
going to be restored to 
flying condition!
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and crash-landed near Lydd, Wing Commander Graham 
Manton, the Northolt Wing Leader, also wounded, crash-
landed at Dungeness, and Squadron Leader John O’Neill, 
commanding 601 Squadron, who baled out wounded over 
the Channel and was picked up by an Air Sea Rescue (ASR) 
launch.

17 April 1941

More uneventful patrols were flown, but the bad spell 
continued when two Spitfires were damaged in a landing 
collision following a practice flight. Pilot Officer Paderewski 
(P7746 RF-B) and Sergeant Palak (P8073 RF-Z) escaped 
unhurt, but the former’s Spitfire was badly damaged. 

18 – 19 April 1941

Another fitter, Sergeant Jerzy Zbrożek, left the squadron 
on 18th to commence pilot’s training. He then flew Spitfires 
with Polish squadrons throughout 1942 and 1943, then had 
an exchange posting to the 43rd Fighter Group USAAF, and 

eventually became a test pilot at RAF Farnborough. Pilot Officer Władysław Drecki arrived from 
317 Squadron on 18th. He was followed by Pilot Officer Stanisław Juszczak from the same unit 
the following day.

20 April 1941

The day finally brought the first victory credited to 303 Squadron Spitfire pilot: an Me 109 
destroyed for Pilot Officer Witold Łokuciewski. This was achieved during a six aircraft Sphere 
operation over Le Touquet-St Omer-Dunkirk, but the success was marred by the loss of Czech 
Sergeant Pavlovič (P7859 RF-V), who was shot down and killed. Upon return to Northolt Pilot 
Officer Łokuciewski’s Spitfire (P7546 RF-T) was heavily damaged when the main undercarriage 
collapsed on landing. 

Above: Warrant Officer 
Józef Mikołajczyk, 
Chief Mechanic of ‘B’ 
Flight, with Spitfire IIA 
P8039 RF-R, displaying 
the presentation name 
‘HEREWARD THE WAKE’. 
Flying Officer Waszkiewicz 
was killed in this Spitfire on 
16 April 1941.

303 Squadron

Below: Anonymous ground crews of 303 Squadron at Northolt with Spitfire IIA P7385 RF-P. It was delivered 
as replacement for the previous RF-P (P8029 in which Squadron Leader Henneberg was lost) and flew its 
first combat sortie with 303 Squadron during Circus No.9 on 16 April in the hands of Flying Officer Wiktor 
Strzembosz. It was damaged by Bf 109s during that operation.

Right: On 20 April Sergeant 
Matěj Pavlovič was shot 
down and killed at Cap 
Gris Nez in Spitfire II P7859 
RF-V during a Sphere 
operation. Regrettably, 
the fitters posing with 
the aircraft have not been 
identified.

Above: Two unidentified ground crew members pose by the presentation name and crest on P8039 RF-R.
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Spitfire IIA P7746 RF-B, 
photographed here with two 
unidentified mechanics, was 
another presentation aircraft 
in 303 Squadron, named ‘CITY 
OF BRADFORD I’. On 17 April 
it was seriously damaged in a 
landing collision with P8073 RF-Z. 
Both pilots, Pilot Officer Stefan 
Paderewski in P7746 RF-B, and 
Sergeant Jan Palak in P8073, 
were unhurt.

The other aircraft involved in the 
collision on 17 April was P8073 RF-
Z. Here, it is shown with a group of 
mechanics, left to right: Leading 
Aircraftsman Jan Cendrowski, 
Leading Aircraftsman Jan 
Pawlikowski, Aircraftsman Wiktor 
Kopczyński, Aircraftsman Piotr 
Brzezicki, Leading Aircraftsman 
Edward Prokop, Sergeant 
Antoni Krzywicki (?), Corporal 
Władysław Chmielewski, Leading 
Aircraftsman Jan Pacek, Flight 
Sergeant Jan Sobek, Corporal 
Aleksander Leśniewicz, Warrant 
Officer Henryk ‘Tata’ Starzyński. 
Leading Aircraftsman Władysław 
Kobyliński is on the wing.

303 Squadron

Sergeant Matěj Pavlovič 
killed on 20 April, was 
another Czech pilot who 
volunteered to fly with the 
Poles like the legendary 
Josef František. Similar 
to his compatriots, also 
his name was transcribed 
to Polish spelling in many 
documents, becoming 
‘Maciej Pawłowicz’.

CHaPTEr 3

On 20 April Sergeant Palak was credited with a Ju 88 
damaged when flying Spitfire IIA P8079 RF-M. This photo 
shows the Spitfire with Sergeant Matěj Pavlovič (in Mae 
West) surrounded by anonymous ground crews.

 21 April – 7 MAy 1941

Four more pilots arrived from 57 OTU on 
the 21st: Pilot Officers Aleksander Wróblewski, 
Bolesław Gładych and Bronisław Kłosin, and 
Sergeant Stanisław Bełza. They were followed a 
week later by another graduate of the same course, 
Sergeant Mieczysław Adamek. Both Wróblewski 
and Drecki had fought with the 111th Eskadra in 
1939, while Adamek had been a pilot of the 113th 
Eskadra. Of the new arrivals it was undoubtedly 
Gładych who would become the most famous, 
commissioned on 1st September 1939 in the last 
pre-war outtake of the Polish Air Force College at 

Dęblin. He would achieve ace status by mid-1942, and then gain much fame for his successful 
flying with the 56th Fighter Group USAAF in 1944. 

Two tour-expired Battle of Britain veterans, Flying Officer Bohdan Grzeszczak and Pilot 
Officer Jerzy Radomski left 303 Squadron on 21st April to become instructors at 57 and 55 
OTUs, respectively. Sadly, Grzeszczak would share the fate of Sergeant Karubin, when he was 
killed in a flying accident in 58th OTU on 28 August.

Uneventful patrols were then flown almost daily during the last ten days of April and until 7th 
May. On 26th April Squadron Leader Urbanowicz, in his capacity of the OC 1st Polish Wing, led 303 
Squadron during the afternoon patrol along the Channel coast, this being his first operational sortie in 
a Spitfire. Two Messerschmitts were observed over the Channel, but not engaged. Similarly, during the 
‘A’ Flight patrol over Biggin Hill on 4th May (led by Flight Lieutenant Arentowicz) Messerschmitt 109s 
were seen, but not engaged. 
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Night flying training was undertaken on 30th April and continued in the nights that followed. 
601 Squadron left Northolt with the advent of May, leaving the two Polish squadrons, 303 

and 306 as the only fighter component there.
Promotions in Polish ranks were announced in the first days of May, coinciding with the 

Polish National Day on the 3rd. Squadron Leader Łapkowski returned from hospital on 5th 
May, and assumed command of the squadron. Consequently, Flight Lieutenant Arentowicz 
resumed command of ‘A’ Flight and Jankiewicz moved to a similar post in ‘B’ Flight. At the 
same time Flight Lieutenant Żak was posted to the squadron Ops Room as a ground controller, 
pending his recovery to become fit for flying.

8 MAy 1941 

In the morning ‘A’ Flight led by Flying Officer Daszewski patrolled the Channel coast. Two 
Messerschmitt 109s flying some 1,000 ft above were encountered near Ashford. They were 
reported to have had their under surfaces painted yellow (!). Flying Officer Daszewski pulled 
up, fired a short burst, and led the flight in pursuit of the pair, but the Germans used their 
superior performance to climb away and eventually depart. Several more patrols were flown 
that afternoon, between 17.00 and 22.00 hours, but these were uneventful operationally. In 
the evening Spitfire IIA P7385 RF-P was heavily damaged in landing accident when flown by 
Sergeant Palak (who was unhurt).

9 MAy 1941

This proved an eventful day, albeit not successful. During the morning patrol Flight 
Lieutenant Arentowicz and Pilot Officer Gładych (flying P7962 RF-A) intercepted an enemy 
aeroplane at Margate, but when the latter attacked, he had to break off immediately when he 
was himself attacked by… two Hurricanes. Six Spitfires flew a Sphere operation between 15.20 
and 16.40 (notably, Squadron Leader Urbanowicz flew as wingman to Flying Officer Ferić). 

Left: Although blurred, 
this photo is interesting 
as it shows a Spitfire that 
has a special place in Polish 
Air Force history. Mk IIA 
P8038 RF-W was the usual 
mount of Flying Officer 
Wojciech Kołaczkowski 
but on 26 April this aircraft 
was flown by Squadron 
Leader Witold Urbanowicz 
when he led the two Polish 
squadrons from Northolt 
(303 on Spitfires and 306 
on Hurricanes) during the 
afternoon patrol over the 
Channel coast. This was the 
first wing-size operation 
of the 1st Polish Wing (in 
fact of any Polish wing at 
all) and also Urbanowicz’s 
first operational sortie  
in a Spitfire.

303 Squadron CHaPTEr 3

WacłaW łapkoWski 
(service No. p.1506)

Born on 6th November 1913 to a Polish family at 
Dyneburg (now Daugavpils in Latvia). He graduated from 
No. 2 Cadet Corps and joined the Polish Air Force College 
at Dęblin in 1932. Commissioned on 15th August 1934 as an 
observer, he was posted to the 212th Bomber Eskadra of the 
1st Air Regiment. After one year of service he was posted 
for a flying course at the Air Force Officers Training Centre 
at Dęblin, and subsequently from April to July 1936 he 
completed an advanced (fighter) flying course at Grudziądz. 
He was then posted as a pilot to the 112th Eskadra. He was 
going to commence studies at the Polish War College in the 
20th class (1939-1941), but the outbreak of war prevented 
this. 

He took part in the 1939 campaign with the III/1 
Dywizjon of the Pursuit Brigade. On 17th September 1939 
he flew his P.11c to Cernauti. From Rumania he went to 
France. He was appointed to command the fighter section 
(Escadrille de Chasse at de Defence) defending Bourges, but 
was eventually posted to the section of Captain Tadeusz 
Opulski at Romorantin. 

Following the fall of France he was evacuated to Britain. 
In early August 1940 he was posted to 303 Squadron then 
being formed. On 5th September 1940 he was shot down by 
a German fighter. Wounded, he baled out. Following long 

hospital treatment he did not return to 303 Squadron until January 1941. On 22nd January he suffered an unusual 
accident during a combat sortie: the radiator, propeller and tail of his Hurricane were damaged by overhead electric 
wire that entangled his aircraft during a low level attack on a German airfield in France. In February 1941 he became 
the ‘B’ Flight commander in 303 Squadron. On 13th April he was appointed to command 303 Squadron after the 
death of Squadron Leader Zdzisław Henneberg, but the same day he was wounded in air combat, and he eventually 
took command of the unit in early May 1941. On 2nd July 1941 he led the squadron in Supermarine Spitfire IIB 
P8596 RF-V for Circus 29, but was shot down into the English Channel and killed. His body was washed ashore in 
occupied Belgium and he was buried at Lombardsijde, Grave No. 224. 

His decorations included the Silver Cross of Virtuti Militari and the Cross of Valour with three bars. 

Aerial victories officially credited to Wacław Łapkowski
6 September 1939 1 1/3-0-0 He 111  P.11    112 Eskadra
5 September 1940 1-0-0  Ju 88  Hurricane I P2985 RF-Z 303 Squadron
4 June 1941  0-0-1  Me 109  Spitfire IIB P8331 RF-T 303 Squadron
18 June 1941  1-0-0  Me 109  Spitfire IIB P8507 RF-V 303 Squadron
22 June 1941  2-0-0  Me 109s  Spitfire IIB P8507 RF-V 303 Squadron
24 June 1941  1-0-0  Me 109  Spitfire IIB P8507 RF-V 303 Squadron

TOTAL: 6 and 1 shared destroyed, 1 damaged
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Pilot Officer Daszewski 
prepares for a sortie in 
P7858 RF-H assisted by 
two ground crew members 
(Corporal Aleksander 
Leśniewicz on the right).

CHaPTEr 3

Above: Presentation Spitfire IIA 
P8099 ‘THE BLUE PENCIL’ (funded by 
workers of the Postal and Telegraphic 
Censorship Department of the Ministry 
of Information) was a replacement for 
the P7859, and was therefore coded RF-
V. It was flown by Sergeant Bełc during 
Rhubarb on 15 May, when he and Pilot 
Officer Drobiński in P8038 RF-W damaged 
a Ju 52 at an airfield in France and then 
successfully attacked the minesweeper 
MS3611 (ex-Dutch trawler ‘Dirk”) and the 
tug ‘Barfleur’ in the Channel.

Right: 303 Squadron ground crew pose 
by Spitfire IIA, probably P7962 RF-A. 
This is one of very few photographs 
where ground crew names were noted 
on the original print. Top row, left to 
right: Leading Aircraftsman Aleksander 
Kuncewicz, Aircraftsman 1st class Czesław 
Bartosiak, Corporal Franciszek Noculak. 
Seated on the wing, left to right: Leading 
Aircraftsman Ryszard Kwiatkowski and 
Corporal Władysław Roubo. Standing, 
left to right: unkn., Leading Aircraftsman 
Władysław Mądry, Leading Aircraftsman 
Jerzy Waluga, Aircraftsman 2nd class 
Tadeusz Kwissa, Leading Aircraftsman 
Franciszek Obrzut, Leading Aircraftsman 
Antoni Gulski.
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303 Squadron

Below: Spitfire IIA P7786 RF-C photographed on 4 April, during President Raczkiewicz’s 
visit at Northolt, already with the Kościuszko badge under the cockpit. On 15 May Sergeant 
Wacław Giermer flew it when he and Flight Lieutenant Jerzy Jankiewicz (in P8130 RF-T) 
shared in destruction of a Junkers 52 (W.Nr. 5595) of the Transportstaffel 1. Fliegerkorps.

Spitfire IIA P8085 RF-J taxiing at Northolt in late April 1941. It was another presentation aeroplane in 303 Squadron, called ‘GARFIELD 
WESTON SVII’ (presumably the ‘S’ preceding the ‘VII’ meant that it was the 7th Spitfire funded by Garfield Weston). During Rhubarb on 
15 May Sergeant Popek in P8085 and Pilot Officer Paderewski in P8360 RF-B strafed Messerschmitts at an airfield near St Omer. The 
following night Sergeant Szlagowski overshot landing at Northolt in P8085, and the damaged Spitfire was sent away for repair.

They were bounced by Messerschmitts 
and Pilot Officer Zumbach had to bale 
out of his stricken machine (the same 
P7962 RF-A, ironically a presentation 
aircraft named ‘Inspiration’!). Two more 
patrols were flown over Maidstone in 
the evening. During the one between 
18.30 and 20.00 hours the six Polish 
Spitfires were attacked by two groups of 
Messerschmitts but skilful leadership of 
Flying Officer Daszewski prevented any 
losses.

10 – 13 MAy 1941

More uneventful patrols followed on 
10th, 11th, 12th, and 13th May, although 
on the 11th Pilot Officer Drecki suffered 
a serious accident on landing in P8079 
RF-M, but he escaped unhurt. The first 
cannon-armed Spitfire IIBs were delivered to the squadron on 12th May. During the next two 
days squadron armourers acquainted themselves with the new weapon before the aircraft were 
cleared for operations.

Also on 12th May Sergeant Szaposznikow, a founder member of the squadron and an 
ace, left 303 going to No. 8 SFTS to convert as an instructor. Subsequently commissioned in 
November 1941, he would not return to fighter operations until late 1943. He later commanded 
303 Squadron’s ‘A’ Flight from July 1944.

15 – 18 MAy 1941

First test flights of Spitfire IIBs by squadron pilots were flown 
on 15th.

A Rhubarb was flown the same day by three pairs of Spitfre IIAs 
and it resulted in a significant success: Sergeant Wacław Giermer and 
Flight Lieutenant Jerzy Jankiewicz shared in destruction of a Junkers 
52. Other pairs claimed German aircraft damaged on the ground: 
several ’109s (Pilot Officer Paderewski and Sergeant Popek) and a Ju 
52 (Pilot Officer Drobiński and Sergeant Bełc). The latter pair also 
successfully attacked several ships. 

In fact, the downing of the Ju 52 may have been the greatest single 
success of any Polish Air Force unit in World War II. The aircraft 
(W.Nr. 5595) belonged to the Transportstaffel 1. Fliegerkorps 
(Transport Flight of the 1st Air Corps) and carried Generaloberst 
Ulrich Grauert and his staff, who were all killed. 

Above: Spitfire IIA P7962, 
a presentation machine 
named ‘INSPIRATION’, was 
a replacement for P7821, 
damaged in the accident on 
10 March. 9 May 1941 proved 
a black day for P7962. During 
a morning patrol Pilot Officer 
Gładych was attacked by 
Hurricanes(!), but evaded 
them. In the afternoon Pilot 
Officer Zumbach was shot 
down by Bf 109s and baled out.

Flight Lieutenant Jerzy Jankiewicz shared with Sergeant Wacław Giermer 
in the destruction of a Junkers 52 on 15 May 1941, killing Generaloberst 
Ulrich Grauert and his staff. He is shown here in front of Spitfire IIA P7524 
RF-G, but he flew P8130 RF-T on that occasion.


